The Use of Low-Dose CT Intra- and Extra-Nodular Image Texture Features to Improve Small Lung Nodule Diagnosis in Lung Cancer Screening
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Abstract—Standard computed tomography (CT) scan is performed on lung cancer patients for progression and lesion classification. However, low-dose CT (LDCT) is commonly used in lung cancer screening for high-risk people. Extensive studies have shown that computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) using standard CT could greatly improve the diagnostic accuracy of early lung cancer. Unlike standard CT imaging, the application of radiological texture features extracted by radiologists on LDCT imaging is not well established due to lower resolution and higher variations. The purpose of this study is to investigate possible diagnosis value of texture features by comparing the classification performance of radiologic reading with radiologic reading combined with computer-aided texture features. A total of 186 biopsy-confirmed control and lung cancer cases were obtained from the National Lung Screening Trial (NLST). Cases were matched by various clinical parameters including age, gender, smoking status, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) status, body mass index (BMI) and image appearances. We compared the subjective diagnosis of benign/malignant with the consensus readings of three radiologists. We then developed a CAD framework that imports radiologic reading features and extracts CAD features for heterogeneity quantification and data analysis. A total of 1342 CAD features were extracted. After eliminating highly correlated and redundant features, the remaining 458 features were given to a random forest algorithm, and a predicted probability of malignancy score (Pm) was calculated. Patients were grouped into 140 training (70 biopsy-positive for cancer and 70 negatives) and 46 testing (20 positives and 26 negatives) sets, and a threshold value over Pm (0.5) was then used to classify the test set into cancer and non-cancer. Clinical accuracy [sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value (PV)] were [0.95, 0.88, 0.86, 0.96] and [0.70, 0.69, 0.64, 0.75] for the CAD and radiologic reading, respectively. The CAD framework incorporating the clinical reading with the texture features extracted from LDCT increased the PPV and reduced the false positive (FP) rate in the early diagnosis of lung cancer. This approach shows promise for improving the accuracy of lung cancer diagnosis in the clinical environment, especially in patients with well-established risk factors.

I. INTRODUCTION

Within the past decade, the incidence of lung cancer had grown due to environmental factors and increased detection partially due to the use of low-dose computed tomography (LDCT) screening. The National Lung Screening Trial (NLST) demonstrated a 20% reduction in lung cancer mortality with LDCT screening [1], but the radiologic diagnosis of lung cancer remains challenging when nodules are small (<20mm). Benign lung nodules are difficult to distinguish from early lung cancers, and false positive cases frequently lead to invasive procedures putting patients at risk of untoward complications [2][3]. Radiologists have put significant efforts towards quantitative methods to improve the accuracy of lung cancer diagnosis. Extensive studies have shown that computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) could greatly improve the diagnostic accuracy [4]. However, there are limited studies – to our knowledge - that diagnose lung cancer by analyzing the texture features extracted from LDCT images. A possible explanation is that LDCT images have generally lower resolution and calculated features exhibit higher variation [5].

II. METHODS

We randomly selected the matched-control sample of 186 participants with non-calcified lung nodules that were 4mm-20mm in size and underwent a biopsy in the NLST. Variables used for matching were age, gender, smoking status, COPD status, BMI, study year of the positive screen, and screening results. LDCT scans prior to lung biopsy were randomly split into training (70 cancers+70 benign controls) and validation (20 cancers + 26 benign controls) sets. Three radiologists read the images for consensus regarding the three dominant nodule locations using the same clinical radiologic software. The nodule segmentation was semi-automatically drawn with intra-
nodular, peri-nodular, and extra-nodular area using our in-house software [6]. Our radiologists extracted 18 radiologic features from which they have made the diagnosis for each patient. Then these features were combined with computer-generated 1342 features in the machine learning analysis. We also performed reliability analysis of the radiologist’s features using 20 randomly selected images. Kappa statistic was used to evaluate interrater reliability.

A. Radiologic Features

LDCT scans in the validation set were reviewed by three radiologists who were blinded to biopsy outcomes. These human readings were used to compare with computer’s reading to evaluate the added value of CAD. Radiologic features include size, location, density, shape, margin, calcification, and attenuation. The features below are commonly used in radiologist field. The primary radiologic criteria for nodule benignity was size with a threshold of 6mm because the majority of benign nodules are less than 6mm according to 2016 NCCN guideline version [7]. However, a smaller size nodule does not exclude malignancy [8]. The margin of the nodule was described as smooth, spiculated, or lobulated. Lobulation and spiculation were common and occurred at a significantly higher frequency among malignant nodules [9]. The pleural tag is a linear area of high attenuation surrounded by aerated lung, originating from the edge of the mass and extending peripherally to contact the pleural surface. This feature indicates that the tumor invades the fissure or pleural [10]. The attachment to the vessel is a sign that tumor nutrition comes from the vessel. Nodule homogeneity is a feature that is found more often in benign lesions than lung cancer. Calcifications within nodules typically represent dystrophic calcium from necrotic tissue and favor a benign diagnosis, although eccentric and stippled calcification patterns are indeterminate for necrotic tissue and favor a benign diagnosis, although eccentric within nodules typically represent dystrophic calcium from more often in benign lesions than lung cancer. Calcifications from the vessel. Nodule homogeneity is a feature that is found attachment to the vessel is a sign that tumor nutrition comes from the vessel. This feature was defined into three scores: a score of 1 is negative for suspicious features and considered benign without any clinical significance; a score of 2 is a suspicious nodule with indeterminate diagnosis, and a score of 3 is a positive nodule suspicious for lung cancer.

B. Computational Features

Our in-house texture analysis software was used to extract a total of 1342 texture features. Among them, 1108 features were generated from Radiomics features by using various parameter combinations in the gray-level co-occurrence matrix, gray-level run-length matrix, and wavelet filters. The number of features was then reduced by feature selection. First, features with high correlation (R>0.95) were identified, one of which was selected as a representative and others were eliminated. Then, features with zero variance were subsequently eliminated. The remaining 458 features were feed into a random forest algorithm comprising 5000 trees using the training data only. This computation identified 38 top CAD features and derived a predicted probability of malignancy score (Pm). A cutoff value of 0.5 was specified to analyze the training set. Texture features were then extracted from the test set images to determine their malignancy (Pm) scores and subsequently their positive or negative image-based predictions. One of the 38 features identified is the Cp feature calculated through formula (A^2/36π V^3) where A is the sum of surface areas of all small clusters with high CT intensity inside the nodule and V is the sum of volumes of these clusters. Another CAD feature d2m2 was calculated as the mean of the second derivatives in the nodule margin area ROC analysis was used to compare the accuracy of CAD prediction, NLST investigator’s diagnosis, and readings from three experienced board-certified thoracic radiologists.

III. RESULTS

Malignant and benign cases were well balanced in demographics, diameter, margin and attenuation of dominant nodules, total number and mean diameter of spiculated solid non-calcified nodules. The valuable from radiologist reading score was 0.70. Malignant cases had significantly higher Cp than benign nodules (Wilcoxon rank test p=0.005, figure 1). The Cp was also found to be positively correlated with the percent of tumor cells (Spearman correlation R=0.2446, pp=0.0169). The malignant tumors tend to have the lower d2m2 feature than benign features although the difference is not statistically significant (p=0.27, Wilcoxon rank test). However, it was found to be negatively correlated with the percent of tumor cells (Spearman R=-0.2079, p=0.0423) and positively correlated the inflammatory cells (R=0.2673, p=0.0096).

Figure 1. Cp feature: An example showing a malignant nodule on the left and a benign nodule on the right with their Cp value.

Figure 2a shows a right lower lobe 8-mm nodule with a smooth margin, without suspicious features (e.g. spiculation, lobulation, vessel involvement, bubble-like lucency). However, the Cp score was 21—a value that is significantly predictive of malignancy, and was confirmed through biopsy. Figure 2b shows a right lower lobe 18-mm nodule with halo sign, spiculation, lobulation, and connecting vessel that was visually diagnosed to be a malignancy. Our CAD found the Cp score to be 1.273 which was more consistent with the benign nodule.

In the validation set, Pm scores from malignant cases were significantly higher than benign nodules (p<0.0001) as can be seen in figure 3.
The calculated values of [sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV] from CAD and the radiologists’ consensus readings were [0.95, 0.88, 0.86, 0.96] and [0.70, 0.69, 0.64, 0.75], respectively (figure 4). In the reliability study of 18 radiologist’s rating scales using 20 randomly selected images, features with good reproducibility are: the presence of fat (kappa=0.96), calcification (kappa=0.89), GGO indicator (kappa=0.85). Features with poor reproducibility are: ragged/microlobulation (kappa=0.20), vessel abnormality (kappa=0.21), pleural tag (kappa=0.24), and tumor disappearance rate (kappa=0.24). The cancer-like scale from radiologist reading was not included in the reliability study because all radiologists agreed that it is difficult to reach a consensus among radiologists on this reading.

The Cp score is the primary feature of the CT image that was found significantly correlated with the probability of malignancy, independent of nodule size, spiculation, lobulation, or pleural tag. A higher Cp score for a nodule means a low attenuation diffusion function. Lower Cp means that the attenuation inside the nodule is smooth and homogeneous. The improved diagnostic performance due to independent information from new image texture features and higher prediction accuracy on the independent validation data from Pm score compared to three radiologists’ reading increased the PPV and reduced the false positive (FP) rate in the early diagnosis of lung cancer. Adoption of this approach into routine clinical practice will require confirmation of these results with additional prospective randomized studies using participants from LDCT screening programs.

V. Conclusion

This study demonstrated that the LDCT image texture analysis combined with radiologist’s interpretations could increase the PPV rate and reduce the FP rate in the early diagnosis of lung cancer. This approach shows promise for improving the accuracy of lung cancer diagnosis in the clinical environment, especially in patients with well-established risk factors. Adoption of this approach into routine clinical practice will require confirmation of these results with additional prospective randomized studies using participants from LDCT screening programs.
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